Student Days at SC|2005

High-Performance Computing & Networking

Career & Educational Opportunities!

Seattle, WA State Convention & Trade Center
November 14 - 15, 2005

SC|05, the premier international conference on high performance computing, networking and storage, will convene in November 2005 in Seattle. Under the theme, “Gateway to Discovery,” SC|05 will showcase how high performance computing, networking, storage and analysis lead to advances in research, education and commerce.

Student Days at SC2005
◆ Events and activities showcase exciting careers in high-performance computing, Microsoft tour, Microsoft speakers, access to exhibit floor, panels, and career fair
◆ $25 registration includes lunches and transportation
◆ Travel and lodging are individual’s responsibility

A Sample of Industry & Research Exhibitors:
Cray Inc. Intel Corp.
Hewlett Packard Texas Advanced Computing
Fujitsu America NCAR Scientific Computing
Vion Corp. Sun Microsystems Inc.
Krell Institute
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
National Computational Science Alliance
Sandia National Laboratories

Student Days Program
(access web site below for additional information and registration)

Student Days information/registration is available at:
http://sc05.supercomputing.org/home.html

SPONSORSHIP: ACM SIGARCH and IEEE Computer Society